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Spot-Spitter® Downspray  
Brief Overview 
Welcome to the easy, maintenance free, no digging efficient irrigation system you’ve been 

looking for.  In just a couple hours we install a complete irrigation system for any type of garden. 

Save on your water bill and your time.  We install a complete irrigation system for  (any type of 

garden)your shrub, perennial and tree gardens in just 

a couple of hours and save you hundreds in water 

waste and time. 

What is Spot-Spitter® 

Spot-Spitter is a type of irrigation system installed 

above ground and can easily be disguised under 

bark for easy access at a later time and further 

expansion if necessary. The product has been tested 

over the years against UV light and deterioration and 

is optimized for easy and rapid modification. 
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Benefits 

- Easy installment - No digging involved, no muddy mess unlike installing a traditional 

irrigation system 

- Maintenance free - No worries about winterizing and clogging. The system cleans itself 

and never breaks due to freeze. 

- Easy expansion/reduction - Add a section, take away a section within minutes. 

Modification made easy! 

- Saves Water - Due to the efficient design of the spitter system each plant will receive a 

spitter that controls the amount of water it needs in a short time. 

- Cost effective - With a fraction of the cost compare to a traditional sprinkler system, 

every yard MUST have these installed. 

- Water everything efficiently - Water your pots, hanging baskets and vegetable gardens 

while on vacation. Modify them every year with ease. 

- UV Resistance/Freeze proof 

 

How does it work? 

The water source can be any faucet, existing sprinkler head, or a dedicated zone on your 

sprinkler system. The ¾” tube with the ⅛” and the proper spitter head offers enough pressure 

and gallons per minute to satisfy watering needs of over 100 plants in a single zone.  No need to 

water for hours. Since the Spitter system is a dedicated plant watering system, within few 

minutes you can be sure your plants are perfectly hydrated. 

 

 

 


